
A BIOGRAPHY OF BEN JONSON A COMEDY WRITER

Benjamin Jonson was an English playwright and poet, whose artistry exerted a lasting impact upon English poetry and
stage comedy. He popularised the comedy of humours. . By this time Jonson had begun to write original plays for the
Admiral's Men; in he was mentioned by Francis Meres in his Palladis Tamia as.

Tried on a charge of manslaughter , Jonson pleaded guilty but was released by benefit of clergy , [3] a legal
ploy through which he gained leniency by reciting a brief bible verse the neck-verse , forfeiting his 'goods and
chattels' and being branded on his left thumb. Instead that honor fell to his rival, Inigo Jones. A decisive
quarrel with Jones harmed his career as a writer of court masques, although he continued to entertain the court
on an irregular basis. Brett had other children, including John â€” and Robert â€” , who were eventually to
inherit their father's business. While his life during this period was apparently more settled than it had been in
the s, his financial security was still not assured. Much of the information about Jonson's personal life comes
to us after this last period of playwriting. No records of its performance in either university survive, but there
is no reason to doubt that Volpone was played with acclaim in both places. For unknown reasons, this play
caused grave offence. Sisson has conjectured that Jonson may have remained for a period of time at Gresham
College, deputizing for Henry Croke, who held the office of Professor of Rhetoric from to , and that Jonson's
commonplace book, Discoveries, may represent notes for lectures he delivered at that time. Apparently it took
six years for him to decide to conform. Martin's Church registers indicate that Mary Jonson, their eldest
daughter, died in November , at six months of age. It has been suggested that Jonson might have lingered at
Westminster a year or two longer â€” his English Grammar shows a familiarity with Hebrew, which was
taught only at seventh form â€” and that he began to work as a labourer as late as  Reacting, perhaps
over-sensitively, to Marston's portraits of him in Histriomastix, What You Will, and Jack Drum's
Entertainment, Jonson retaliated with a portrait of Marston in the character of Crispinus, who at the end of
Poetaster is forced to vomit up a number of hard words known to have been favoured by Marston himself. For
the most part he followed the great north road, and was treated to lavish and enthusiastic welcomes in both
towns and country houses. Having converted to Catholicism, Jonson was also the object of deep suspicion
after the Gunpowder Plot of Guy Fawkes  In its radically revised form â€” the location shifted from Florence
to London, its action more thoroughly domesticated â€” the play was to occupy pride of place at the head of
the folio edition of Jonson's collected works in , symbolically marking the beginning of his career as a
dramatist and the arrival of a new kind of vernacular comedy. Marlowe and Shakespeare had disregarded the
classical unities and had developed the drama on romantic lines. The assassination in Paris on 14 May of the
French king, Henri IV, further increased fears in England of similar extremist action and led to a further
tightening of anti-Catholic laws. The following plays, Epicoene: or, The Silent Woman , The Alchemist , and
Bartholomew Fair are all peopled with dupes and those who deceive them. Despite the strokes that he suffered
in the s, Jonson continued to write.


